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Experienced Designer with over 
seven years of experience. 
Actively seeking employment 
while transitioning from a 
career focused on Yacht and 
Marine Design to Environmental 
& Exhibit Design.



Project A: Westport 40m
Westport Shipyard

Port Angeles, WA



Project A:  Westport 40m
Early design work for Westport focused on designing 

and modeling the flybridge of the vessel.



Project A: Westport 40m
Detail view of “fashion plate” design 

with glass integration.



Project A: Westport 40m
This navigation array was not only a difficult piece 

logistically, but it was the single most difficult 3D modeling 

project I have ever undertaken.



Project B: Westport 50m
The owner of this vessel wanted an insane amount of space for lounging 

in the sun. All parts were manufactured with fiberglass. The teak inserts 

and detailing cost approximately $120,000.



Project C: Cabo 36 Express
The 36X was designed to replace the classic Cabo 35 

Express sport fishing boat.



Project C: Cabo 36 Express
These renderings where done as a tease for dealers 

for the new vessel.



Project C: Cabo 36 Express
The exterior styling of the 36X was a departure from 
traditional sport fishing design. More emphasis was placed 
on aesthetics and ergonomics without sacrificing 
functionality.



Project D: SeaStrike 28
My first professional design, and still a favorite 

project of mine.



Project D: Seastrike 28
The 28’ Center Console was the first new SeaStrike 

model in nearly a decade.



Project D: Seastrike 28
Particular attention was paid to the 

aesthetics, functionality and 

manufacturability of the center console.



Project E: Man-Thing Room Divider
This room divider was a conceptual piece for a 

furniture design class.



Project E: Man-Thing Room Divider
I have an abiding love of designing for small spaces, and this 

project centered around that aspect of design. A place where urban 

living and yacht space utilization intersect.



Project E: Man-Thing Room Divider
100% of the fun with this project was seeming how 

much function I could fit into the divider without 

affecting ease of manufacture.



Project G: Chock/Cleat Combo
Functional but pleasingly designed yachting 

component.



Project I: Graduate Thesis
For my graduate thesis from The Art Institute, I chose 

to focus on a 175’ Luxury Expedition Yacht.



Project I: Graduate Thesis
This graphic was used to defend the scope of my 

project and of three rapid design suggestions for the 

vessel.



Project I: Graduate Thesis
I finally dubbd my thesis project the Arctic Sun. The 175’ vessel was 

designed to be built from steel and aluminum. Conception to design 

of exterior and interior where managed within the space of a year.



Project Miscellany
Conceptual exhibition piece designed for friends who 

wanted to step up their presence at a vintners’ trade 

show.



Project Miscellany
Conceptual work while at Cabo Yachts. The hard top 

design was eventually used on their newest 45’ vessel.



Graphic Design
These gems were designed for a friend of mine who relocated to Los 

Angeles. He was a professional fisherman. Names have been changed 

to protect the innocent. He chose the first option, by the way.



Graphic Design
Another school project I am quite fond of. Not just 

because of the design, but the conceptual nature of 

the event it’s meant to publicize.



Graphic Design
Example of logo design utilizing the names of three 

designers involved in a design contest. Their initials 

where P.K., J.D., and R.M.



Graphic Design
Freelance web design work done for an English Bulldog breeder in 

Apple Valley, CA. This has been included for the “OMG PUPPIES” 

Factor that is so often ignored in modern design work.
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